Trade Notice

Subject: Suspension of Container Truck movement in early morning hours.

Dear Esteemed Customer,

We are noticing incidents / accidents at the Port caused by the Trailers which are moving containers to / from terminals. We have noticed a silent period of 0300 to 0600 hours, where the movements of container trucks are minimum. However, a high number of incidents occur this period.

We are introducing a suspension / restriction of Truck Gate-In movement during this time period from the North, MPT & SB Gate in order to maintain safety of People and Cargo at APSEZ.

Any exigency may be communicated to Documentation of respective Terminal in the shift to facilitate as required.

Below are the contact numbers of respective terminal desks.

- AMCT DOCUMENTATION – 99099 27225
- AICTPL DOCUMENTATION – 70690 13889
- ACMTPL DOCUMENTATION – 70690 83094
- AMCT2 DOCUMENTATION – 70690 13889

This is applicable from 18th November 2019 and will be in observation for next 4 weeks.
Any suggestion in this regard can be brought up for discussion.

Capt. Jeyaraj Thamburaj